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V2K continues: stadium, ballpark nearly done
Tim Huether
Editor in Chief

A

s the first light snow dusts the fields
and buildings of the U. High and the
Prep News office greets Christmas with
a toothy smile, so the construction of Vision 2000, the plan set to nearly double
the size of St. Louis University High’s
campus, continues to move forward. Before the start of the spring athletic season,
SLUH teams will see the completion of
the new baseball field and track/soccer
stadium to the southwest of campus. Construction crews are presently working on
the finishing touches of both facilities.
The construction of the two facilities will
reach at least $5 million, including almost
$800,000 in cost overruns relating to sinkholes and foundation excavation.
“The big news is that we were able to

get the track installed before the weather
went cold. That was a miracle,” said Director of Facilities Patrick Zarrick. Originally,
construction crews did not know whether the
track would be complete for the 2006 season. The crews had to hurry to lay the track
surface down before winter’s cold made it
too difficult to heat the track surface to the
temperature required for installation.
All of the track facilities should be
completed and operational in time for the
season, aside from the pole vault, shot put,
and discus. The pole vault area was originally
planned to sit to the southwest of the new
stadium, just east of the baseball field, but
has been moved to an area just east of the
stadium, between the two east stadium light
poles.
Zarrick explained the change, “Our track
consultants were concerned that the distance
from the pit to the concrete right at the end of

Ignatius chilling in the snow
photo by James Santel

the straightaway was too close, and that if a
young man cleared the pit, he’d run the risk
of sailing into some concrete. There are some
obvious problems with that. Due to safety
concerns, we relocated the pole vault.”
Zarrick continued, “(The location) is
actually better for the fans, because the fans
will be (facing east). And they’ll be able to
watch the pole vault at the top of the hill.”
The discus and shot put areas will be
located just north of the pole vault area, but
the construction on these facilities cannot
take place yet. The entire area east of the
stadium, including shot put, discus, pole
vault, and the large green space, needs to
be re-graded and filled.
“We’re not sure exactly how much (fill
we’re going to use), but we could be adding
three, four, five feet of dirt back along that
line. And to build a runway that sits five feet

see VISIONARY, 12

School weighs in on
new login system
Timo Kim
Editor

A

The statue of Ignatius Loyola uses its globe to measure the snow accumulation on Thursday in
the 19-degree weather. The snow that brought accidents and traffic elsewhere in the city settled a
quiet peace upon St. Louis U. High.

mong other technology changes, St.
Louis U. High has switched to a single sign-on system (SSO) for student computer access this school year. Although
System Administrator Jon Dickmann thoroughly tested the system during the second semester of last school year and the
summer, several problems have marred the
launch of the system.
The SSO system consists of a student
server school computers connect to through
wires or wirelessly. When students login to a
computer, the computer automatically loads
the individual settings and desktop items
stored on the student’s individual account
on the server. While the student works on

see CP-WHO?, 13
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KUHI, the Pulse try to find place in community

Charlie Landis
Reporter

I

n recent years, the media market at St.
Louis U. High has grown more crowded
with the arrival of the KUHI broadcasting
club and The Pulse 92.7 radio station. But
despite their initial popularity, the two
new media outlets have experienced some
problems in their infancy.
A major problem for the Broadcasting
Club has been the difficulty of conveying
its message to the student body without
any technical difficulties. Recently KUHI’s
anchors have not been audible to viewers
during their broadcasts, and morning broadcasts have frequently aired with little or no
sound in homeroom.
Junior John Quigley commented, “They
don’t inform me anymore because seventyfive percent of the time you can’t hear what
they’re saying.”
KUHI staff member Junior Brad Klipfel,
along with Broadcast Club moderator Tim
O’Neil, attributed the recent sound difficulties not to the technicians working on
the broadcasts but to the Dukane system
that distributes the medium throughout the
school.

According to O’Neil, the sound during
broadcasts in the studio is typically fine, but
reports still frequently come in about homerooms not receiving any audio. O’Neil also
said, “More recently, the problems have gotten worse.” To fix the frequent sound issues
that have plagued the KUHI broadcasts, the
school hired a professional technician from
VMI Corporation to come to the school and
address the problems with the Dukane system
yesterday.
Aside from the worsening sound problems, a recent KUHI broadcast was shown
in black and white, while another last week
never even appeared on the televisions. Klipfel blamed a power surge just before airing
for the missed broadcast, but he admitted that
he had “no idea” why last Monday’s show
was in black and white.
Klipfel reflected on the initial image
of KUHI he had when he joined, saying, “I thought it would be really flashy,
professional. Everyone would be in awe of
it.” But he later realized that, “it takes a lot of
work” to put on so many broadcasts a week
without having any difficulties. He also said,
“a lot of the sound issues are completely out
of our hands.”

Fear Factor: SLUH-style
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KUHI executive producer senior Mike
Guilfoy talked about improving the programming at KUHI, mentioning that KUHI also
produces trailers along with the news. He
also said, “We have planned right now an
entertainment section that’s going to be run
by senior Tim Seltzer. He wanted to do more
of an entertainment thing (with) movies or
books or something like that. “The segment
run by Seltzer will air as a “feature section”
during KUHI’s morning newscasts.
Several students weighed in on KUHI:
most of them complained about the sound
issues. Quigley said, “If they dealt with the
sound issues, that would make it better. They
also need to vary the presentation. I keep
seeing the same stuff a lot of times.”
Sophomore Michael Huggins said that
for KUHI to improve, “they need to fix their
audio.”
Klipfel commented that “It doesn’t help
when people can’t hear you or can’t see you,”
but he also said that some of the quality
problems during the broadcasts come from
lack of story writers and participation. He
continued, “It’s a shame that the people behind the camera don’t get noticed.” Klipfel,

see MEDIA, 14

Sommer talks to
senior poetry class
Louie Hotop, Jim Santel
Reporter, Core Staff

J

The Short Attention Span Circus put on their annual Christmas show this past weekend, which included numerous juggling acts as well as some magic performed by junior Matt Hubbard. The juggling consisted of several
one-, two-, three-, and even four-man acts with balls, clubs, rings, and even fire. Fun was had by all, and there
were minimal injuries. Above, two extraordinary circus club members use six extraordinary juggling clubs to
knock an ordinary pen out of a random selected audience member’s mouth.

ason Sommer, professor and poet-inresidence at Fontbonne University, read
several of his poems to Terry Quinn’s senior poetry class on Monday. Sommer, the
author of three poetry collections, most recently The Man Who Sleeps in My Office,
writes poems that often deal with, but are
not limited to, the Holocaust and the Jewish experience.
Quinn said he met Sommer through
English teacher Rich Moran in the summer
of 1994, the year Quinn began teaching at
SLUH.
“(Sommer) was friends with lots of
people from the English department before
I even began teaching at SLUH,” Quinn
said.

see SOMMER, 4
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STUCO, students can make forums more productive
Two years ago, Student Council (STUCO) conceived the
forum as a chance for students to voice their opinions to STUCO,
faculty, and administrators in a convenient, easy manner. The past
two years, SLUH STUCOs have merely allowed students to talk
about whatever they wanted. After two years of sparse participation,
including one forum that lasted only seven minutes, STUCO has
begun to wise up. The distribution of agendas was a critical first step
toward having students see topics discussed at the forums which
pique their interests. As seemed to be the consensus towards the
end of last Thursday’s forum, proposing interesting or controversial
discussion topics before the forum is the logical next step to make
forum meetings more productive and interesting, while hopefully

providing a broader cross-section of student opinion on topics that
really matter.
For their part, students have been largely disappointing throughout the two-plus years of forums. Far too often STUCO has asked
for questions, with few or no students responding to their call. Yet,
we have heard a lot of grumbling about the lack of administrators
keeping students up to date on Vision 2000 plans. Why has no one
been bold enough to bring up the topic of Vision 2000 at the forum?
We have even heard some faculty grumbling about some facilities
or sports seemingly being ignored by the expansion plans. Why,
then, have these people not discussed Vision 2000? The timidity

Commentary

see FORUM, 4

Malecek, ’06, urges more student
involvement in V2K
However, some improvements came that I was completely unaware

Tim Malecek
Core Staff

I

n last week’s Prep News, Brock Kesterson was quoted as saying, “I can’t remember any times in the past when we’ve had
student representation on an administrative team,” in reference to
Cliff Leek’s involvement in the recycling program. This quote
brought my attention to the lack of student input on the biggest
topic currently at St. Louis U. High, Vision 2000 (V2K).
V2K has created some startling changes in the last couple of
weeks. Students hopefully notice the new bleachers, stadium lights,
brick entranceway, and brand new synthetic turf on the soccer field.

of until they popped up one day. Last week, I discovered the new
stadium is designed to hold only 1,000 fans. In addition to the
newly-constructed track in the stadium, the old stadium track has
also been completely replaced.
The overview plans of V2K look very nice on the school’s
website, but few details are ever presented to the students. The
primary questions students should be asking are not those pertaining to the already existing facilities but to those that will be built.
Projections include a large green space nearly as large as two soccer
fields, a new drive and walkway, and most importantly, the student

Letter to the Editors

see MALECEK, 4

Wacker thankful for students Members of M224 apologize
at Loyola party
To the editors:
for T-shirt
This past Saturday, over 30 of SLUH’s finest, gave up their morning To the editors:
to host the 6th annual Loyola Christmas party under the direction
of Colleen Rockers. Your example of leadership to the Loyola
students was exceptional. I witnessed repeatedly examples of “men
for others” and the true Jesuit spirit, as you played bombardment,
washers, and competed in the first SLUH Idol lip sync contest
(overwhelming won by the Loyola boys with their rendition of the
Rent song “Seasons of Love”).
As the moms from both the Alumni and Mothers’ Club looked
on, it was stated repeatedly that this is why we send our boys to
SLUH, and what we saw was the true Christmas spirit shining in
each of you.
“Five hundred twenty-five thousand six hundred minutes” is
how long the Loyola Boys will have to wait, until they are again
entertained and led by the SLUH Ambassadors, and I know they
can hardly wait.
Jan Wacker
Mothers Club President 2005-06

Our homeroom owes a huge apology to our fellow students and
teachers at SLUH for the design of our shirts. We realize our decision was poor and our choice of subject degrading, and we hold
everyone in our homeroom equally accountable for not having the
courage or good judgment to stop it. We are each personally humiliated that we allowed the idea to follow through. We recognize that
we should have prioritized discussing the immorality of the shirt
over homework and conversation during homeroom. Again, we
sincerely apologize to SLUH, especially the junior class. We hope
that through the future efforts to be more respectful, we can gain
back your forgiveness and trust.
Signed,
Twenty-five members of Homeroom M224



Malecek

Opinion

(from 3)
life center.
The student life center is set to hold a cafeteria, student commons,
an alumni reception area, and a large gym. The projection shows the
mammoth new student life center as nearly as large as the school,
excluding the gym and theater. It proposes a lofty, beneficial ideal,
yet I don’t believe the details were ever adequately presented to the
students, nor do I believe the administration appropriately asked for
a student response for the proposals. I find it ironic that the “student”
life center has so far had little evaluation by the students.
In addition, upon checking the V2K website, I noticed a $4
million gap between the amount raised and the goal. SLUH has
gathered $36 million in commitments, over their goal of $32 million,
yet the current budget on the website still only accounts for the $32
million. What are the plans regarding this extra $4 million?
Obviously working on V2K requires both administrative and
student co-operation and participation. As for the administration,
the most important change is to present students with an appropriate
time to raise questions and to lend a listening ear. Last year, a student
asked Fr. Sheridan during a mandatory meeting about the parking

Forum

(from 3)
of the student body, in a school that is supposed to be cultivating
leadership, is disappointing at best.
To encourage the productivity of forum meetings, STUCO needs
to do four things. First and most importantly, they need to begin
building up not only the meetings like they would a sporting event,
but also propose topics to be discussed. If no students submit topics
to be discussed, STUCO is creative enough to know what issues
concern and interest students the most, as Sports Officer Connor
Cole effectively demonstrated this past forum by bringing up the
issue of homosexuality.
Secondly, STUCO needs to stop announcing STUCO business
the whole time during , as if they were merely forums are just enlarged
STUCO meetings. This would be partially rectified by successfully
addressing the first suggestion, as students would talk about how
worthwhile forum meetings would be for not only homeroom reps,
but for all students.
Thirdly, STUCO must impose real consequences for reps that
don’t show up. We understand that in last year’s junior class, the
“three strike” system had limited success, but there doesn’t seem to
be any such system in place regarding all reps’ attendance at forums.
To some the threat of “impeachment” might not mean much, but if
that is the case, then they shouldn’t be homeroom reps anyway.
Lastly, assuming the success of future forums, STUCO should
readopt their initial plan two years ago to post the forum’s minutes.
This would allow student discussion beyond the forum, by students
all around the school, even among those who didn’t attend the meeting.
Successful forums are not far in the future, nor are they unimaginable. With issues like homosexuality, recycling, Jostens, Vision
2000, and the impending move of the parking lot to west of the
present junior lot, students have much to discuss. All that remains
is for students to realize this.
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lot situation, and Sheridan politely rebuffed him, saying the long
walk from the lot would be some “exercise.” Yet today, the parking
lot situation remains one of the largest problems of V2K, both with
parking arrangements and the walking distance. I urge the administration to hold occasional non-mandatory meetings for interested
students about the future of V2K. This forum would encourage the
student-administration communication that this school is currently
lacking regarding V2K.Certainly, the administration has already
made decisions on many large projects, but would students not be
able to offer insightful student perspectives on the small ongoing
decisions yet to be made?
For students, particularly the underclassmen, it is essential for
us to become involved in the future of our school by asking our own
questions. Students have largely taken the role of passive indifference
regarding the changes to our school. I have heard little talk of V2K
besides some quiet grumbling on rainy days or in cold weather, yet
V2K has and will continue to impact our daily lives. Isn’t it time
someone asks the questions we’ve all be voicing amongst ourselves
to the administration?

SOMMER

(from 2)
Sommer began by introducing himself and his book, then read
several poems. Between poems, he talked about the experiences that
much of his poetry developed from, and answer questions from the
students and Quinn.
Quinn said there are two things he finds striking about Sommer’s
poetry. First, the fact that “(Sommer) has a real precise intelligence
about language,” Quinn said. “He’s thinking about every word he’s
using. He makes every word do a large amount of work. The second thing is that there’s a very moral quality to his work. It’s very
thoughtful.”
Louis Nahlik, one of Quinn’s poetry students, said that he
enjoyed Sommer’s poems.
“I don’t usually think of poets in terms of being local, but since
(Sommer) is from Fontbonne…it was cool to see (that poets) can
be local,” Nahlik added.
Quinn said he enjoys having Sommer speak to his class “Partly,
just for the experience of meeting someone who’ a living practitioner
of the craft. Also, I think as writers and readers, we tend to only see
the finished product. This fills in the gaps between what’s on the
page, and also who’s behind the words.”
Cafeteria Worker Kathy Hylla’s husband, John, had a stroke last
Monday. He was admitted to St. Anthony’s Hospital but returned
home Wednesday. He had his family are awaiting the results of
medical tests. Please pray for John’s speedy recovery.
Also keep in your prayers Band Director Bryan Mueller’s
mother, who died last weekend.
Principal Mary Schenkenberg’s son Stephen had his January 2005
interview with internationally recognized writer William Gass
published in the November 2005 issue of The Believer magazine.
Stephen Schenkenberg also has a website, http://www.stephenschenkenberg.com, with links to his articles, essays, and other writings.
The interview may be viewed by logging on to http://believermag.
com/issues/200511/?read=interview_gass, as well.

Sports

Rossbills fall in season opener to Althoff, 61-50

December 9, 2005
Justin Rottger
Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High basketball team
traveled last Friday night to what
seemed a faraway land: Belleville, Ill. After a long bus ride to Althoff High School,
the Jr. Bills were anxious to start their
2005-2006 season.
The atmosphere was electrifying, with
both teams drawing a favorable crowd. SLUH
took the early lead and kept it throughout the
first quarter.
Although SLUH led 16-12 at the quarter,
Althoff kept up with the Jr. Bills and matched
what seemed like each basket, grabbing the
lead from SLUH midway through the second
quarter.
Closing out an exciting half, junior
Geno McNeil intercepted an Althoff pass and
scampered down the court with time ticking
away. McNeil was fouled on his shot attempt
with 3.4 seconds remaining, and made the
two free throws to even the score at 26-26
at the half.

Unfortunately, Althoff became more were ready to go,” said guard Pete Cooney,
aggressive and made almost every shot who lead all SLUH scorers with 12 points.
About the game,
they took in the
Cooney
commentsecond half, shooted,
“We
came out
ing over 70 percent
strong,
we
did the
from the field. Dethings
we
wanted
spite good defense
to do in the first
throughout the first
half, but then in
half, and respectthe second half
able play in the
we ran into some
second, SLUH fell
problems offento Althoff and their
sively (and) had
one-dimensional
trouble scoring.
cheering method,
It was a tough first
61-50.
game, not like last
Even though
year’s (Pacific).
the Jr. Bills couldn’t
This was a tougher
bring home a win
game, but it was
in the opener, the
Geno
McNeil
draws
a
foul
with
3.4
seconds
left
in
the
a good test, and
players were exsecond quarter. He went on to sink both free throws to tie
we’ll fix some
cited to get back
the game 26-26 going into the second half.
things so we’re
on the court.
ready
to
go
for
the
rest
of
the season.”
“It was great to get back out there, it
The
Jr.
Bills
did
play
some good dewas so much fun to play again, and I think
everyone was excited to be back out there. We
see SPACE JAM, 7
photo by kyle kloster

Grapplin’bills fall in Patriot Classic Tournament
Team goes to 0-2 after Tuesday’s loss to CBC

disappointment. Close to half the team won
at least one of their five matches. Wrestlers
with wins included Mike Doherty, Eric Gass,
he St. Louis U. High varsity wrestling and Devin Austermann, as well as juniors
team suffered two significant losses. Andrew Austermann and Andrew Mueth.
On Friday and Saturday of this past week, Gass and Devin Austermann both placed in
they
finthe top four
ished last
of the tourin the Patrinament.
ot Classic
G o tournament
ing into his
at
Parkchampionway South.
ship match,
Also,
on
AusterT u e s mann (160
day night
lbs.) was
they
lost
one of two
53-18
to
previously
CBC here
undefeated
at SLUH.
wrestlers
Devin Austermann takes his opponent down double-leg style in
H o w e v e r,
on the team.
the finals of the Parkway South tournament last Saturday. Austerseveral
Although he
mann took second place at the tournament.
wrestlers in
did not win
particular showed excellence on the mat.
the final championship match against his
Although the team came in last at the Parkway South opponent, he walked away
Patriot Classic, the tournament was not a total with the second-place medal.

Dan Zdrodowski
Reporter

T
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Except for his championship match,
Austermann won all five of his pool matches
with ease. The one match that particularly
stood out was his fourth-round match, in
which Austermann pinned his opponent
very early by using several elementary, but
well-executed, moves.
Gass (215 lbs.) was also undefeated
going into the tournament. Unfortunately,
his opponent from Vianney interrupted his
winning streak in the fifth round. However,
after that match Gass continued on to the
championship round of the tournament.
Ironically, his championship match
seemed to be the easiest. With an early and
unquestioned takedown, he pinned his opponent in less than a minute. With this win,
he was awarded the third-place medal for his
weight class. Devin Austermann described
Gass as “an unstoppable juggernaut of pain
and destruction.”
Sadly though, misfortune settled upon
the Jr. Bills at the event. Two sophomores
on JV, Kaj Boserup and Josh Ritchey, both
sustained injuries. Boserup landed on his

see TAKEDOWN, 8
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Speedobills lose to P. South and Lafayette
Tony Meyer
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High swimming and
diving team took to the blocks against
Parkway South and Lafayette last week.
Although the Flipperbills lost both meets
with scores of 101-85 and 108-77, respectively, they remain hopeful about their
season.
Head coach Fritz Long explained, “Parkway South and Lafayette will both probably
finish in the top five at the state meet. So,
there are much worse things than losses to
them early in the season. … The scores don’t
reflect how well we have been swimming and
practicing. Also in high school swimming,
you can lose all your meets in the regular
season and still win State. So, as long as we
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keep qualifying people like we have been,
I’m not concerned,” said Long.
The It’ssofoggyinFoPoICanHardlySee
bills satisfactorly accomplished Long’s goal
of State qualifying on Thursday and Friday.
Wes Going qualified in the 200 Individual
Medley with a time of 2:04.45. Going and
sophomore David K. Miller qualified in the
100 backstroke and the 500 freestyle, respectively, against Parkway South on Thursday,
but also boasted state qualifying times again
against Lafayette on Friday.
By coaxing high scores from the judges
with his graceful dives, Zach Berndsen also
assured himself a spot in the state meet.
“He really commands the board when
he dives,” junior Paul Merill commented on
Berndsen’s performance.
The Speedobills also qualified a 200-

medley relay, composed of Going for
backstroke, freshman John Heafner for
breaststroke, junior Jake Roeckle for butterfly, and sophomore Tim Dale for freestyle.
The relay team clocked in at 1:47.37 at the
beginning of the meet against the Lancers.
In the same meet, the H2Obills also
qualified a 400 freestyle relay featuring Going, Miller, Matt Ampleman, and freshman
Morgan Cole with a time of 3:35.26. Cole
hopes to repeat his stellar performance in
the 100 freestyle many times throughout the
year. The freshman phenom claims one of
the fastest times on the team.
Today, the Flip-turnbills voyage to Marquette for the Marquette relays at 5:00 P.M.
At this unique meet no individual events are
swum; instead, every event is a relay.

Bouncyballbills capture Winter Rollout championship

tiebreaker.
Sophomore Joe Hoffman lost a hardfought match in straight games to a higherhe St. Louis U. High racquetball team
seeded CBC opponent after winning his
traveled into the depths of South
first round game. Michael Guilfoy dropped
County to compete in the annual Winter
his second round match as well to the No. 2
Rollout Tournament at Vetta-Concord this
from DeSmet. After jumping to an early lead
past weekend. Even with a varsiat the beginning of the first game,
ty team hindered by sickness and
Guilfoy was overmatched by the
injury, the Racquetbills cleared
much faster Spartan player, losing
out the rest of the competition
9-15, 3-15.
in the two-day tournament, con“Varsity just didn’t produce,”
cluding with an 845-645 win over
said Guilfoy. “(DeSmet) outDeSmet.
played all of us on (varsity). We
SLUH’s depth once again
have to step it up if we plan on
proved to be the deciding factor as
winning State.”
freshmen brought in the majority
With the varsity squad falterof the team’s points.
ing, the underclassmen stepped up
The Winter Rollout consisted
to fill the void. Junior Todd Swift
of six divisions: Divisions I and
took second place in Division III
II compiled of varsity members,
after losing to Ryan Barrett from
Divisions III-V with members of
DeSmet for the second time that
the junior varsity squads, and Diviweek. Already with one trophy,
sion VI compiled of freshmen and
SLUH added another when sophosophomores in the Ladder League.
more Pat Probst captured Division
Each win added points to the team’s
IV. In Division V, junior Jim Barbtotal, with a win garnering more
ieri brought home second place.
points as a player moved through
The biggest bright spot for the EkMike Guilfoy prepares to hammer his Vianney opponent’s high
lob into oblivion during their first of three games.
the bracket.
telonbills was the play of the ladder
With SLUH No. 1 seed Justin Langan
One bright spot on varsity was Mike team in Division VI. With SLUH holding the
sitting out of the tournament because of a Laurentius, who took home first place in top nine seeds and eleven of the top thirteen,
broken right thumb, the DocJPKbills had Division II by defeating his DeSmet opponent great things were destined
see KILLSHOT, 8
their work cut out for them from the begin- for the second time that week, this time in a

Drew Burkemper and Mike Guilfoy
Reporters

T

ning of the tournament.
Varsity earned less than 150 of the total points with early, unexpected losses by
several key team members. Jason Rusch and
junior Ben Brooks both lost their first round
match, while junior Drew Burkemper forfeited because of a Circus Club performance.

photo by kyle kloster
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Puckbills top Whitfield, fall to Vianney
Mark Abram and Steve Beck
Reporters

T

he St. Louis U. High hockey team’s
last two games have been disappointing in comparison to the high goals the
team set at the beginning of the year. They
played shakily against a team that is not
supposed to be very talented and a team
they have already beaten.
In the first game, without Eddie Effinger
and Dave Bosch, who sat out with a bruised
lung, the Jr. Bills played Whitfield. The
match was very sloppy, characterized by a
lack of hustle and a multitude of penalties.
It took the Jr. Bills one period to finally score
against Whitfield; they eventually tagged on
two more in the second period.
Whitfield surprised SLUH by skating

SPACE Jam

with a lot of intensity, throwing their weight
around, and using their speed. SLUH pulled
out a 5-2 win, and Mark Abram scored his
first goal of the season, good for the gamewinner, by tipping in a beautiful shot from
Austin Fitzgerald. Sophomore goalie Alex
Effinger played an exceptional game in the
net.
In the next game, the Iceshoesbills suffered an atrocious 6-0 loss against the Vianney Golden Griffins at the beautiful confines
of the Kennedy Complex in South St. Louis
County. SLUH started off slow, allowing
heavy traffic in front of their net, resulting
in a 2-0 deficit after the first period. The Jr.
Bills picked up the in play in the second but
could not score.
“I thought we came out sluggish in the
first period, and golly, did it cost us,” said
head coach Charlie Busenhart.

(from 5)
managing ten steals and four blocked shots. Joe Phillips and Nick
Riganti also chipped in on the offensive and defensive boards, as
Phillips collected seven total rebounds and Riganti took down five.
Phillips contributed seven points and Riganti had ten.
“The team played well for it being the first game of the season.
We didn’t really know what to expect from Althoff. But we have
time to build up. The next game should be a good game,” Phillips
said.
Riganti agreed with Phillips that the team played well, and
added, “We didn’t hit the shots we needed to, and Althoff came out
in the second half and threw some things at us we really weren’t
expecting. I think we learned from that game, and I think we’ll do
better against Lindbergh.”
Several players experienced varsity basketball for the first time.
Sophomores Eric Devlin and Andy Hill both got some time late in
the second half. Devlin came up with one offensive rebound, and
Hill recorded one assist.
“It was a great experience. It was a lot different than sophomore
and freshman year. Everyone was a lot more pumped up and was
more into the game. It was nice having the fans there, and they were
really supportive,” junior Jack Kelly said of his first game with the
varsity squad.
So after a rather disappointing first game, the Rossbills are
optimistic about their upcoming games. SLUH is participating in the
Webster Tournament, which began on Wednesday. After Lindbergh,
SLUH will face a rematch with Webster tonight. The Jr. Bills were
twice unsuccessful against the Statesmen last season, and lost in
the tournament by a score of 82-68, and again in the district final,
60-41.
Tim Garvey and the rest of the team invite everyone to come
out to all the tournament games. “Come and check us out. We’ve
got a couple big games there, so come out and see us.”

The Griffins tacked on two more in the
second, which buried the Busiebills in a hole
they couldn’t hop out of, even with newfound
intensity and physical play. Finishing with
two more goals in the third, the Griffins
banged their way to this 6-0 win.
“I really like the hitting, and I think
we learned a lot from this game, in that we
can’t give up early leads and we need to put
the puck in the net. I think this will make
us practice harder and play harder against
CBC,” commented sophomore die-hard
hockey spectator Steve Lindsley. “I want to
see everyone join me in the stands for this
one. I’m tired of sitting alone. I get cold.”
He is correct. Everyone should be at this
spectacle at Affton (across the street from
Grant’s Farm), off Gravois, this Saturday at
10:30 p.m.

Water Polo Assembly
photo by DREW DEUBNER

The 2005 Missouri state champion water polo team triumphantly hoists its banner
at the all school assembly after school last Friday. Coach Paul Bauddendistel and
team captain Matt Ampleman thanked all who attended and praised the team’s
hard work, proclaiming that they’d still be proud of the team regardless of their
championship because of their work. Baudendistel also implored students to start
attending games and offered the following reasons, from a list of ten, as bait for
spectators:
8. The pool at Forest Park Community College is a beautiful and well-maintained facility, which is why out of a 20 million dollar campus expansion we
shouldn’t try to scrape together a small fraction of that money for our own
pool.
4. Mr. Baud is quite entertaining when he gets upset with the referees.
2. SLUH wins.
1. You get to see just how good your classmates look in Speedos.

PN Basketball Nightbeat

Lambert International was not the only place flights were cancelled last
night as the Hoopbills grounded the Lindbergh Flyers, 69-42, in the first
round of the Webster Groves tournament. The Stickyhandsbills nabbed
14 steals and went on a 10-0 scoring run to end the first half up 36-22.
The Stingybills held the Flyers to five field goals in the second half and
won handily. Tonight, the Jr. Bills will look to avenge last year’s loss
in the Webster tournament finals against Webster at 7 p.m.



TakeDown
(from 5)
head and was taken to the hospital but
fortunately did not sustain a major injury.
Ritchey, however, suffered a broken tibia
halfway through his match and will be out
for the rest of the season. This means both
the Varsity and JV teams lack heavyweights,
and their chances of winning more matches
are greatly decreased.
Ritchey described his ordeal after the
match. “Well, I had the guy really tired, and
I was going to beat him. Then the fire alarm
went off when the popcorn machine caught
fire the first time, and everyone had to go
outside for twenty minutes. When we came
back inside, he wasn’t tired anymore. I think
he threw me, but I honestly don’t remember.
That’s when my tibia broke.”
Looking to bounce back, the Jr. Bills
faced CBC on Thursday, but they lost 5318. Only three wrestlers scored points for
the Jr. Bills. Mueth pinned his opponent in
the third period of his match even though
he was down 10-2. This pin not only saved
his match but also scored six points for the
team. Doherty won his match, 11-5.
Finally, Devin Austermann snatched
a victory in the third period of his match,
with twenty-one seconds left, down 9-8.
Austermann got to his feet, shot at the Cadet’s
legs, and hauled him to the ground without a
moment to spare. His daring move brought
the final score to 11-9. “I was really scared
in the last ten seconds,” observer and varsity
wrestling manager Nick Calcaterra said.
Head coach Tim Curdt had several
thoughts about the match. Curdt said, “It’s
(hard to) win duals with a lot of open spots.
It gives up a lot of unnecessary points. Some
good things happened. Devin wrestled well.
Doherty, once he started, did good. Mueth
needs to work on his takedowns, but other
than that he wrestled an excellent match.
The match gave us a lot of specific things
to work on over the Christmas break.”
On the team’s strategy, Curdt said “(We
need to) get in as much experience as possible.
We need to make the correlation between
practice and the mats.”
Come see the Curdtbills back in action
at the Ritenour tournament tomorrow starting
at 10 a.m.

Sports
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for SLUH in this division. The freshmen
and sophomores brought their play to another level as many defeated each other in
the bracket. After an all-Jr. Bill final four,
sophomore Tom Rohr brought another firstplace trophy to SLUH by defeating fellow
sophomore Peter Bruntrager.
The results from the weekend show that
even though SLUH might be struggling at
the current moment on varsity, help is on the
way as Jr. Bill Racquetball has a promising
squad waiting in the wings to take over for
varsity.
On Tuesday the Jr. Bills traveled to
Shrewsbury to meet the Golden Griffins of
Vianney in what became a much closer match
than anticipated.
The Racquetbills started the match
down when junior Ben Brooks forfeited
due to illness, but they came back with three
consecutive wins.
Mike Laurentius, playing very well as
of late, won 15-8, 15-5. He used a variety
of shots and serves, but was still favoring
the pinch shot.
Koestner stated that Laurentius’ (3-1)
match took “too long,” and expected better
next time, but he was happy with a win.
The Callchriswrightbills went up 2-1 in
the match when the doubles team of sophomore Joe Hoffman and junior Steve Baer
won their match, 15-1, 15-3. The result of
this match showed that one team was simply
better than the other one. The duo (3-1) is
playing better together, but as Koestner put it,
“(The doubles teammates are) still searching
for their roles.”
Playing next for the Killshotbills was
junior Drew Burkemper. Burkemper won
his first game, 15-1 but did not have it so
easy in the second game. He was down
13-8, before rallying to win, 15-14. Koestner called Burkemper’s play “streaky” and
suggested that something should be done to
fix that. Burkemper (3-1) declined to comment.
Meanwhile, the Crowdpleaserbills’ No.
3, Guilfoy, was in a close match. Guilfoy
won the first game, 15-11, but found himself
down 8-1 in the second game. He made a
charge to tie the score at 10, but he could not
keep it up and dropped the second game, 1510. The tiebreaker was a lesson about hitting
the ball directly to your opponent, with both

players doing just that until Guilfoy began to
pass the Griffin to take the game and match,
11-8.
“I found myself in a hole because of
sloppy play,” said Guilfoy. “The team win
hinged on my match, and I had to just relax,
go out, and win.” Guilfoy (3-1) also had the
added difficulty of being sick.
The Jr. Bills’ injured top seed, Langan,
was once again a trooper and played his match
left-handed. Things went better than last
week, and every point was a moral victory,
but Langan still lost, 15-7, 15-4.
The last match played involved the
Unisockbills’ No. 2 seed, Rusch. Rusch went
into the match winless this season and looked
to get on track with a win. It did not happen.
Once again, Rusch started strong with a
15-6 win in the first game, but he could not
keep up this intensity and tremendous play.
Rusch (0-4) lost the second game 15-9, then
dropped the match and tiebreaker 11-6 to the
pinch-happy Griffin.
The Jr. Bills (2-2) won the match 4-3,
and are “beginning to understand mentally what needs to happen,” according the
Koestner. The next match is against Webster
Groves on Tuesday at 3:30 at Vetta Sports
Complex. After that, the Ineedabreakbills are
off from season play for about a month.
Mark Essig ’88, and author of the book Edison and the Electric Chair, wrote an op-ed
piece that appeared in the December 2 issue
of the New York Times. The piece, entitled
“Clemency for a Crip?,” makes a case for
Stanley Williams’s (co-founder of the Crips
street gang) death sentence to be commited
by California governor Arnold Schwarzenneger. It can be viewed online at http://www.
nytimes.com/2005/12/02/opinion/02essig.
html. To view the article, you must have
an NYTimes.com account, which can be
obtained free of charge at NYTimes.com.
The St. Louis U. High bands will perform
their annual Christmas concert this Sunday
at 1:00 P.M. Come hear and see the bands
perform Christmas favorites and other beautiful pieces. Performances by the Freshman
band, Concert band, Symphonic band, Jazz
II, and Jazz III, also other various combos.
Tickets available at the door; adults $5, SLUH
students $3, and children under 12 free.
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“Fishers of Men”: Three SLUH Jesuits
Seth Clampett
Feature Editor

“Come follow me, and I will make you fishers of men.” (Mt 4:19)
All of us have pondered that great question, “What do you want
to be when you grow up?” probably from an early age. While young,
we might have said “doctor” or “policeman.” Those answers might
change when it’s finally time to choose a career path. Many of us
still might not know what it is exactly we want to do.
Three St. Louis U. High graduates,
Ralph Houlihan, S.J., Jeff Harrison, S.J.,
and Mike (Fr. Marco) Marchlewski, S.J.,
chose their career path, the priesthood,
right after high school.
Interestingly, all three first felt called
to the priesthood while on the White House
retreat their senior year.
Harrison didn’t expect to feel called
on retreat. For him, the retreat was only a
time to relax. As Harrison said, “That was
my whole motivation. I was not a holy person. (But when) I got on this retreat, that’s
when it hit me. It was this very strong ‘Be
a Jesuit,’ and I said ‘No.’”
Harrison tried to put the decision out
of his mind, but when he continued to feel
called, he decided he would try to join the
Jesuits. Harrison continued, “As I got into
that … it was this huge feeling of peace.
It was something I fought, but once I said
yes, I literally never looked back.”
Marco was inspired by the example of
an ideal life the Jesuits provided for him.
Marco said, “I wanted to be like them. This
was a risky decision because I was 18, but I
felt that if I didn’t do it at that age, I would
not do it later. It was a way of life and an
invitation to holiness of life … not just a
career.”
After the three made their decision,
they were met with varying reactions from
their family and friends.
Marco entered the Society in 1955
without any encouragement from his family. Marco said, “My father never accepted
it. I’m the only son (and) I had three sisters.
He wanted a grandchild and he had a small grocery store he wanted
me to take over. He couldn’t understand why at that age … he said I
was immature, too young, had been brainwashed by the priests here,
and that I would be gone and come back in six days or a week. My
mother gave me six months, my sisters six hours. I was discouraged
by my relatives and my father. He wrote me every day when I was
in the seminary to tell me what a great time I was missing. To him
it was a betrayal. I still think of that to this day.”

Marco’s father wrote him a letter the day after his graduation
attempting to persuade him to reconsider his decision. Marco continued, “All his arguments were right. You’re too young, you don’t
know, you haven’t dated enough, you have no experience in life,
you’re not as smart as they think, you name it and he was right. So
I was alone in the decision. I was chasing a dream, but it seemed
the alternative to becoming an ordinary grocery man and there was
no heroic ambition in that. I went on ideals, but what really moved
me … I found in the old library (the book) The Life of Christ. I
read it cover to cover. It was not about a
career, it was about this mysterious man of
Nazareth. It made sense. I was following
a person.”
On the other hand, Houlihan, who
graduated in 1952, was met with praise.
Houlihan said, “I think my dad was a little
bit incredulous. My mother was delighted.
My dad was very supportive, but he had
questions on whether this was going to
work. He was well grounded. They were
supportive through all the years to ordination.”
Harrison kept his choice largely a
secret. Harrison having graduated in
1975, the times were different from the
days when Houlihan and Marco joined
the Society. Harrison joked, “I didn’t tell
anybody. In those days that was like you
may as well have said you wanted to be
a Martian or something. That was totally
against everything, so I didn’t tell anybody
until July. Everybody thought I was going
to St. Louis University. They were like,
‘You?’ and they took bets on how long
I would last. It was a pretty big shock. It
was kind of un-cool in those days.”
After two years of study, future Jesuits become Scholastics, studying theology
and philosophy and other subjects for nine
years. A period of teaching called Regency
follows. Harrison said, “I couldn’t wait
until Regency. I loved this place so much.
They sent out letters to tell you where you
were going. I just knew I was perfect for
this place, and they sent me to DeSmet. I
thought, ‘Excuse me. Somebody just made
a huge mistake.’ But that’s where I started learning that the world
is bigger than St. Louis U. High. I loved it. I made life-long friends
there. The study part was okay but I wanted to get out and teach.”
Once they have completed their training, the Scholastics are
ordained as priests. Houlihan described his ordination, “It was very
much of a family affair, but when the bishop put his hands on my
head, I could feel the power of God.”

see PRIESTS, 10
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Having been ordained, the three entered into the 24-hour-a-day
job that would change their lives. They now could say Mass, perform
the sacraments, and spread their knowledge to others.
Once the three became committed to their vocation, they accepted the full-time job of being a priest. With every job, there are
the awesome moments that create satisfaction in one’s work, and
there are the times when one just doesn’t feel like working.
Harrison described his preparation for a Mass and a homily,
saying, “A lot depends on the audience. In
any case what I will do as soon as I can is I
will read the readings, especially the Gospel.
So if I know I’m going to say Mass next
week for juniors, then I start thinking, ‘Well,
who am I talking to? Is this an old-folks
home?’ because that’s going to take you in
one direction. ‘Is it a Mass at Nerinx?’ What
will work for me is if I have the readings
in mind, they just kind of simmer in there.
Something will come up. It almost always
happens that way, and it kind of clicks.”
Marco added, “The words themselves,
if you read them over and over, then all of a
sudden the Spirit inspires you. The presence
of Christ himself in the words … the words
become Word made flesh. After all these
years, at first I would get stuck and go for
all these homily helps, but I don’t do that
anymore. The scripture and experience is
all the stuff you need.”
However, sometimes the words to
a homily just won’t come to a priest. As
Houlihan said, “Sometimes you get stuck
… some of the readings sometimes. If you
get caught, my position is that it’s better not
to give one than to try and give one off the
top of your head. I think that’s the time to
pray over it.”
Just as priests have different experiences
with saying Mass, they also have different
experiences with the sacraments. For Marco,
his favorite sacrament is Reconciliation because of “the positive relief one sees when
a sinner has been saved or cured. That is the most difficult … but
it’s the most rewarding. Reconciliation is bloody, emergency room
work. It’s consoling, but it’s very tiring because listening has to
be an active thing, not passive. Each person demands individual
attention and individual prescription of his love and his mercy. I
dispense mercy.”
Eucharist, Reconciliation, and Anointing of the Sick top the list
for Houlihan. Houlihan said, “Some of the experiences you have
sometimes are just awesome. You feel like you can reach out and
just touch God. Even giving people Communion, one of the things
that comes through is the faith of the people. Likewise, when people
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entrust their soul to you, it’s a sacred moment to me. You have to
try and be there for them.”
Harrison also feels the power of Reconciliation. Harrison
explained, “The thing is if somebody’s in confession, you haven’t
caught them. They’ve caught themselves. So you really do have
this sense of ‘How can I help you?’ instead of ‘That’s bad,’ because
they already know it’s bad. They wouldn’t be there if they didn’t.
Guys never believe this, but I don’t remember (specific) confessions. Number one, they’re so much alike.
Number two, I kind of make an effort to
not identify him with whatever he said in
confession. I care about this but I can never
bring this up again because you brought it
up in confession.”
All three priests also have their separate
frustrations with their vocations. For Marco,
it is the “details of being a teacher: grading
papers, listening to parents, and faculty
meetings, which are most fatiguing. As in
marriage, I’m sure there are times when it
is just a burden. But that is just the human
condition. The consolation comes from
the reward. As Ignatius said, ‘To serve is
to reign.’”
Houlihan’s frustrations come with “the
bureaucracy in the Church … some of the
formalism. There’s a greater good here.
The bottom line is you never get away
from Christ in that relationship. You need
to find Christ in other people. You need to
find a place for Christ in your work.”
Harrison described several nuances.
For him, “(Sometimes) I am tired. It’s not
always a good time. And there are fewer of
us. A lot of times I’ll think like with these
confessions, ‘Well, there goes my seventh
period,’ and then something will happen
where some kid just really needed me. So
afterwards I seldom feel like ‘Well, that
was a waste of time.’”
Harrison continued, “I struggle a lot with
some of the church’s teachings. Some of the
ones that we emphasize and some of the ones we don’t emphasize.
We seemed to be preoccupied with anything sexual, and justice
sometimes takes a back seat. All of the teachings are there.”
However, for all three, the joy of being a priest far outweighs
the days when they feel tired or don’t feel like fulfilling that role.
Marco concluded that the reward was “the inspiration which comes
from the people I live with and work with. Their radiation of His
love is the sustaining force. (It’s the) great gift and inspiration that
comes from maybe not the work, but the people and the opportunity
to know Him one on one. To put Jesus back into society. It’s the
companionship with Him who called me above all else.”

“Some of the experiences you

have sometimes are just awesome. You feel like you can
reach out and just touch God.

Even giving people Communion, one of the things that

comes through is the faith of

the people. Likewise, when
people entrust their soul to
you, it’s a sacred moment to
me. You have to try and be
there for them.”

—Ralph Houlihan, S.J.
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hile the multitudes shuffled forward
to receive communion on Sunday
there was a rustling of scrolls and a pounding of podiums resounding from the remote campus of St. Dominic High School
in O’Fallon as St. Louis U. High’s speech
team demonstrated their rhetorical skills.
In a performance that would lift the team
to second overall in the area, only four
points behind Ciceronian powerhouse Cor
Jesu, the Demosthenesbills spoke with
eloquence and poise in all categories.
With several team members entered in
multiple categories due to several absences,
it seemed as if SLUH was in over its head,
but the Speechbills overcame manpower
shortages that would rival those of the Texan
rebels at the Alamo to win blue ribbons in
several key categories.
Said coach Kathy Whitaker on the unusual ratio of points gained to team members

present, “They were incredibly strong, which
was surprising given the number of people
filling in in categories they weren’t neccessarily familiar with.”
But in addition to the numerous first-time
performers, there were several bulwarks of
the team who continued a pattern of high
scores and blue ribbons, such as seniors
Mike Moramarco and Jack Cunningham in
Duet Acting. Also earning blue ribbons and
placing highly for the team were sophomore
Sam King and junior Andrew Austerman in
Humorous/Serious, senior Eddie Szewczyk
in Radio Broadcasting, and senior Cory
Meyer and junior Brad Klipfel in Prose.
With positive judges’ comments ringing in their ears the team will enjoy a long
hiatus to practice in front of their mirrors
until the next meet on Jan. 29 at Nerinx Hall.
Though no one is allowed in the rooms while
speeches are taking place, thus making the
meets difficult spectator events, the team
will expect your good wishes, and maybe a
cough drop.

Loyola Christmas Party

photo by andrew schroeder

Four Loyola students lip synch to “Seasons of Love” from the Rent soundtrack in the Danis Lobby
Saturday, winning the admiration of all and an award from SLUH President David Laughlin.

Attention: senior moms cookie sale

The Mothers will be selling cookies on Wed. Dec. 14 and Thurs. Dec. 15. Proceeds will
defray senior graduation and lock-in costs.

ast Saturday, the Jr. Rookbills tied with
three other high school chess teams
for third place at a Gateway chess tournament played at Chaminade High School.
Unfortunately, the tiebreaker used put the
chess club in fifth place causing them to
miss a team trophy by one spot.
The tournament consisted of four
rounds with 60-minute time control for each
player.
Senior Ben Geisman played board one
for the club and played the top players from
other high schools. He won his first two
games before drawing one and then finally
being defeated when his opponent played the
Queen’s Gambit at one of the top boards of
the tournament. Geisman placed ninth out
of 27 players. Referring to the last round
of the tournament, Geisman said, “It was
difficult.”
Senior Matt Angeli played board two
for the chess team and won all but one of
his games; his loss came when his opponent
played the King’s Gambit, a gambit not often
seen in regular play. His three wins earned
him sixth place out of 26 and a medal.
Sophomore Stephen Schumacher won
three straight at board three before being
defeated in the final game when he fell behind
a couple of pieces. His efforts won him a
trophy for third place out of 26 tournament
players for board three.
Senior Jim Scariot played board four and
won two games. A fatal queen move in one
of his games let his opponent gain an initiative. He placed 18th out of 26 players for
board four but is continuing to improve.
Overall, the team had a very successful
day and all the players were excited to see
the team nearly win a trophy. Marilyn Angeli, the sponsor for the Jr. Rookbills at the
tournament and Angeli’s mom, said, “I was
impressed with how much thought they put
into their moves. They represented SLUH
well.”
The next chess tournament for the Jr.
Rookbills will be Jan. 7 at Belleville East
High School and the next chess meet will
be at O’Fallon (Ill.) next Wednesday.
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off the current ground and to try to get that (the old track) will be used for practice when be installed on the southwest corner of the
to hit the exact grade is just going to be too it’s available. On big meet days … you’ll football stadium, to allow fans to buy contough,” Zarrick said. Therefore, construc- be able to do the bullpen and the warm-up cessions from the permanent stand.
The baseball stadium will be ready for
tion on those areas cannot continue until the on the old surface and people will be able
summer.
to cross over to the big track for the actual the 2006 season, although fencing and dirt
Everything else for the track itself, competition. So in that sense it’s kind of work on the infield and mound must still be
however, has been completed, including ideal, it’s an ideal facility to run a big meet, completed. While the dirt work should be
the recent installation of the stadium light it’s an ideal facility for having a big team.” completed within the next week, the fence
posts. The soccer field still needs to receive
The only big meet SLUH will hold work may take a bit longer because the work
coloring in places, including the addition of this year is the MCC Championship, slated on the interior of the field must be completed
SLUH just below the blue fleur-de-lis in the for early May; the team will also host three first.
Work on the baseball
center of the field, the corner
fields continued smoothly
kick half-circles, and doing “a
throughout construction with
little sideline work,” according
only one small hiccup. Crews
to Zarrick.
discovered that under a heavy
Originally, the soccer
rain, the original drains could
field was going to be natural
not remove all the water, and
grass, but head coach Charlie
that extra water ran off to the
Martel changed his preference
south. Crews added two extra
to synthetic turf. After acceptdrains to the south of the field
ing three bids from different
to correct the problem.
synthetic turf providers, SLUH
Even though varsity basechose Sportexe’s Fieldturf for
ball will play on the new field,
the soccer stadium, the same
SLUH will still retain the first
turf covering the football
rights on Forest Park’s best
field.
field, the McGwire Field, for
“Sportexe was competijunior varsity and freshman
tive, and given that we had a
games. The new baseball stagreat experience with them and
dium should seat 400 fans.
also felt that they had a superior
During the construction
product, we chose them again,”
said Zarrick.
1. Soccer/track stadium 2. Pavilion (dark structure) and concrete area 3. Plaza 4. Baseball process, crews encountered
diamond 5. Shotput and discus, with pole vault to the south (location subject to small
six large sinkholes and one
Martel commented, “It virtually plays the same as grass, change) 6. Open field 7. Batting cage 8. Staircase from Berthold to the soccer/track stadium minor “settling,” according
9. Hill providing seating above the stadium.
to Zarrick, including one
and in terms of maintenance
sinkhole in the baseball stadium. SLUH used
and usage, I think it’s the best way to go.”
smaller meets.
The grandstands on the west side of
All of the buildings accompanying the two different fill techniques, a more intensive
the stadium are presently being poured and soccer/track stadium and baseball stadium one on four sinkholes, and a less intensive
will seat approximately 1015 fans. On the facilities have been completed, press boxes strategy on the remaining two. Additionally,
east side of the stadium, a grassy hill will for each stadium, batting cages, baseball stor- on the east side of the soccer/track stadium,
seat fans who would rather sit on grass, or age, a large pavilion, which will house track crews discovered the remaining foundation
excess fans for crowded games. “If we ever storage and restrooms, as well as a covered, from the Hereford block of houses. This
needed, we could add seats on the eastern open-air meeting place. Crews must still add required further excavation, which amounted
to roughly $100,000.
side,” said Zarrick.
the roofs to all the new buildings.
Zarrick concluded, reflecting on the
In addition to receiving a brand new,
The concrete work on the plaza between
standard 400-meter, eight-lane track, the the stadiums and the steps heading from stadium phase of V2K construction, “Since
SLUH track team (third-place State finishers Berthold southwest to the northeast corner of we got past the sinkholes, knock on wood,
in 2005) received a new surface on the old the soccer/track stadium will begin shortly. we’ve done pretty well.”
Check back in next week’s edition of
track.
The new stadiums, however, will not
Track head coach Jim Linhares said, “We have permanent concession stands. Rather, the Prep News for an update on this spring’s
have 130 or so kids out, and they’re going mobile concession carts will be set up in the parking situation and more news on Vision
to be times when we just don’t have room concrete plaza a la New York or Chicago. 2000’s future projects.
for everybody to be using the new track. So In the future, for large events, a gate may
photo, graphic by tim huether, kyle kloster
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the computer, any changes he has made to
his settings are immediately saved to the
server.
Most of the problems with SSO have
occurred during class time, when teachers use
the mobile laptop carts for classroom activities. Students and teachers will often spend
anywhere from five to 30 minutes attempting to get every student logged in because
computers cannot access the student server
and download each student’s settings. Much
of that time is spent confronting the infamous
“Spinning Ball of Death,” the spinning icon
that replaces the cursor when the computer
is waiting for network information.
“In classes, (the SSO) has been a
problem because of long login times and
failed login attempts,” biology teacher Steve
Kuensting said. “If the kids couldn’t log in,
my only solution would be to run upstairs
and reset the hub.”
According to the consensus among the
science teachers, nearly every time they
have used the carts, delays logging in have
consumed a considerable amount of class
time, resulting in varying levels of frustration
depending on the frequency of use.
However, according to junior Ben
Brooks, who takes physics with physics
teacher Eric LaBoube, students generally
are ambivalent about the login delays. “We
all just think that (the problems) are because
all of us logging in together,” Brooks said.
“Some think it’s an excuse not to do (the
activity), but some think it is better to do it so
they come in after school or during activity
period.” He continued, “I think (students)
are adjusting well. … The only problem I
hear of is people forgetting their password,
and I personally like it a lot.”
Sophomore Mike Moffitt, who has used
computers in English teacher Dave Callon’s
class, agreed, “It works nice for the people
who can get it to work. … Some like it, some
don’t, and some don’t use it at all. It depends
on the students you talk to.”
The other major problem has been that
some teachers and students are unaware of
either the existence of the new login system
or how to use it. According to Dickmann,
teachers have also been inundated with a lot
of new technology this year, such as eClass

News
and K12Planet grade system, Moodle, Smartboards, and for some, new operating systems.
Dickmann said, “Part of the problem is the
ratio of instruction to implementation. Teachers don’t know how to deal with problems,
and the learning curve is steep.”
Government teacher Paul Michaelson,
who uses the computer frequently in all of his
classes, agreed, “There were glitches because
of the lack of communication of what needed
to be done. ... The majority of the faculty are
unaware of the system, ... (and) the biggest
problem was that some people who needed
to know were not informed. Once I got all
the information I needed, in the first week,
there were no problems.”
Most teachers do not use the laptop carts
in class, and they do not have to use the SSO
system to access their personal computers,
while some students do not use computers
either in class or in the library or computer
labs on a regular basis. Because of their
limited contact with the SSO system, these
teachers and students often have problems
remembering passwords or dealing with
problems logging in. Students are also
forgetting to log off once they finish with a
computer, which has led to the recent phenomenon of file-spamming, in which another
student manipulates the folders and files on
another student’s personal account.
Dickmann and computer support
specialist John Haefele have looked into
these problems and are currently considering several possible solutions. According
to Dickmann, most of the login problems
probably result from congestion overload on
SLUH’s wireless network, which currently
relies on 25 AirPort base stations scattered
around the school.
“The servers are serving well under their
capacity. What we are trying to diagnose are
problems with the network,” Dickmann said.
“Some of that is due to wireless network
issues: we have had some instances where
AirPort base stations have shut down.”
Haefele also mentioned that the concentration of login attempts at the beginning of
the period also clogs up the network.
“With about 100 guys trying to log in
at once, personalized accounts and backgrounds and everything (else) are hitting
the server at once,” Haefele said. “If people
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use the Mac default backgrounds instead of
personal or cycling backgrounds, all (the
computer) has to download is that one setting, which speeds it up for everybody.”
One solution that Dickmann and Haefele
are researching is a system of mobile accounts. With this system, students in classes
which use the laptop carts regularly would
be assigned to a specific laptop. Instead of
computers loading a student’s information
each time he logs in on a laptop, the laptop
would have on its hard drive a copy of the
student’s account settings and information
stored on the server and would update the
account each time the student logged in or out
of the laptop. This way, the mobile accounts
system could hopefully eliminate much of
the stress on the network.
Despite the problems in the SSO, teachers emphasize that the benefits that the system
brings. According to Dickmann, the new
system makes computers more flexible and
less individual. Instead of each computer
having files and information specific to itself,
they serve as conduits for information stored
on central servers, so losing the function of
a computer does not bear the same weight
that it did last year. Michaelson noted that
the system also provided e-mail accounts to
all students, which he plans on using for his
Comparative Politics class next semester.
Senior Matt Wilmsmeyer, who frequents
the computer labs and helped set up and test
the SSO system last year, feels that the new
system allows students privacy and protection of personal documents and information.
“(Some) of the negative things are Facebook
and Myspace, … (but) there are also less
people playing Unreal Tournament on the
new computers. One of the positive things
is that you can save things on your account.
Before, if you wanted to keep things on a
computer, you had to hide it,” Wilmsmeyer
said.
“It’s a good idea to do this, and there will
always be wrinkles at the start of a new idea.
There used to be big problems with students
changing things about the computers, but …
(with the SSO system) the computers are
reliable,” Kuensting added. “Every level of
technology we have advanced to has produced some problems … but the gain will
be better than the loss.”
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by Jim Santel

S-No Day
Calendar

December 9, 2005
Dec. 9 - Dec. 16

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9

Special Fine Arts Assembly Schedule
Faculty/Staff Christmas Party
V SW Marquette Relays @ Marquette,
Time TBA
C WR vs. Parkway South, 4pm
Chicken Fried Rice, Egg Rolls

Faculty Meetings
SAC Meeting, 7pm
C BB-Blue @ Riverview, 4:30pm
C BB-White vs. Berkeley, 4pm
V HOC vs. Oakville @ South County,
8:45pm
Pizza, Burgers

V SW vs. Ft. Zumwalt-West @ Rec-Plex,
3:30pm
C/JV WR @ Pattonville, 4pm
JV WR Windsor JV Tourn. @ Windsor,
4:30pm
Cookies, BBQ Park Sandwiches

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13

Schedule R
IM Basketball (Freshmen)
Rosary @ AP in N. Am. Martyr’s Chapel
C BB-White vs. Fox, 4pm
Turnovers, Papa John’s

V BB Webster Classic @ Webster, Time &
Opponent TBA
V SW Marquette Relays, @ Marquette,
Time TBA
V WR Ritenour Tournament @ Ritenour,
10am
V HOC vs. CBC @ Affton, 9:45pm

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11

Alumni Board Mass & Brunch
Winter Concert, 1pm

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12
Schedule H
12:15 Dismissal

Media

(from 2)
Guilfoy and the rest of the KUHI staff hope
that most of their sound difficulties will be
fixed by the sound technician.
The Pulse radio station has also returned
to the SLUH media scene this year to mixed
reviews. Most students seemed to welcome
the arrival of the music broadcast behind the
scrolling announcements because previously
most had never listened to it.
Junior Jim Staed said, “Playing The
Pulse on the TV’s (behind the scrolling
announcements) was a good idea.” He said
that he mostly listens to The Pulse in the
mornings before homeroom. He added, “I
thought (The Pulse) was a cool idea because
not too many other schools have radio stations. Before I didn’t to listen to it, but now
I do sometimes. I think they do a pretty good
job with what they have.”
Other students were less enthusiastic
about the Pulse’s rebirth. Some students still
seemed ignorant of the station’s existence,
while others openly questioned the choice
of music being played.
Freshman Jimmy Walsh said, “I like
how you can do music on the TV in the

Schedule R
Senior Class Meeting
Young Republicans Meeting
College Visit:
Missouri State University
IM Basketball (Freshmen)
C-Blue/B/V BB @ Vianney, 4/5:30/7pm
V SW @ Parkway West, 4pm
V/JV/C WR vs. Vianney, 6pm
Pretzels, Chicken Rings

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14
Schedule R
Freshman English tutorial
IM Basketball (Freshmen)

homerooms.” He also commented on The
Pulse’s web broadcasts saying, “I tried it over
the internet but it wouldn’t work. Basically
it was too slow.”
Huggins also said, regarding the internet
broadcasts, “I’ve never been able to get the
internet (broadcasts) to work.”
Junior Patrick McDonagh, the recording manager for The Pulse, said that he is
trying to fix the problems with the internet
broadcasts. Previously, in order to listen to
the Pulse on the web, one must have had
Winamp or iTunes, but McDonagh promised
that he would try to get compatibility with
Real Player and Windows Media Player.
Pulse general manager Tim Weaks
mentioned the added programming of the
Pulse. “Every Tuesday we have (a) prep
sports show with Cliff (Leek) and Andrew
(Miller). Every Wednesday Sam Cummings
does a show.” Weaks also said that many
“random people” that signed up to work
for the station broadcast their shows during
activity period throughout the week. A group
of sophomores also have a show on Friday.
“Hopefully before the end of the year we’ll
have a scheduled program for each day for

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16

Schedule R
Freshman Class Liturgy
IM Basketball (Sophs.)
C-Blue/B/V BB vs. Chaminade,
4/5:30/7pm
V SW vs. Cape Notre Dame, 5pm
Bosco Sticks, Toasted Ravioli, Baked
Ravioli

activity period, before school, and after
school.” Weaks continued, “We’ve been
able to accomplish a heck of a lot this year.”
Weaks especially emphasized the Pulse’s
success in getting their programs broadcast
behind the scrolling announcements.
    	 McDonagh thinks that the music behind
the announcements has revived student interest in The Pulse. “We’ve definitely gotten
more listeners. We definitely would want
more (though) because we only have three
or four,” McDonagh said.
    	 McDonagh also said that another part
of The Pulse’s revivial would be to get a
bigger broadcasting license from the FCC
to broadcast farther. He added that there
could be a possible concert in the springtime
sponsored by the radio station.
    

Quote of the Week:

“I thought we came out sluggish in the first
period, and golly, did it cost us.”
—Hockey coach Charlie Busenhardt,
in reference to a 2-0 first period deficit to
Vianney. SLUH lost 6-0.

